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Dimensions:

-Calypso Coral: 8-1/2" x 5-1/2" (card base) and 2-7/8" x 4-1/4" (outer mat)
-Basic Black: 2-3/4" x 4-1/8" (middle mat)
-Whisper White: 4" x 5-1/4" (base layer)
-Thick Whisper White Cardstock: 2-5/8" x 4" (flower image)
-Petal Garden Designer Series Paper (DSP) Stack: 4" x 2"
-Calypso Coral 1/4" Ombre Ribbon: 6" (strip) and 9" (bow)
Instructions:

1. Stamp the design stamp from the Graceful Garden Stamp Set onto the top, left corner of the Whisper White
base layer using the Tuxedo Black Memento Pad. Attach the DSP layer across the bottom of this layer. Wrap
the shorter Calypso Coral Ombre Ribbon piece around the Whisper White layer, right along the top edge of
the DSP. Attach the ribbon ends to the back of the cardstock using SNAIL Adhesive. Fold the larger Calypso
Coral piece in half (fold on the left) to form the card base. Attach the Whisper White/DSP piece to the card
base.

2. Stamp the "I adore you" stamp onto the bottom, right corner of the Thick Whisper White piece using the
Tuxedo Black Memento Pad. Stamp the large rose stamp onto the top of the same piece, stamping it at an
angle (see picture), using the same ink pad. Stamp the leaf branch stem stamp onto the bottom left corner of
the piece two or three times, using the same ink pad (see picture).

3. Color the areas that need to be darker on the rose petals using the Dark Calypso Coral Stampin' Blends
Marker. Then color the rest of the petal-areas in with the Light Calypso Coral Stampin' Blends Marker. As you
color with the light marker, make sure to color over the darker shade of the color, too, until the colors blend
where they meet. This softens the transition of shades. Color the areas that need to be darker on the leaves
and stem using the Dark Old Olive Stampin' Blends Marker. Then, color the rest of the leaf/stem-areas in with
the Light Old Olive Stampin' Blends Marker. Blend the shades together as you did with the rose petals.

4. Attach the rose layer to the center of the Basic Black piece, and then attach it to the center of the smaller
Calypso Coral Piece.
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5. Tie the larger Calypso Coral Ombre Ribbon piece into a bow, and trim the ends at an angle. Attach the bow to
the lower, right edge of the flower layer, just above the greeting, using a Mini Glue Dot. Attach the whole piece
to the card, lining the bow up with the attached ribbon, using Stampin' Dimensionals.
Note: The Stampin' Blends markers aren't included in the supply list, because they weren't available when I typed
this.

• Graceful Garden Clear-Mount Stamp Set - 143849
Price: $19.00
• Graceful Garden Wood-Mount Stamp Set - 143846
Price: $27.00
• Tuxedo Black Memento Ink Pad - 132708
Price: $6.00
• Calypso Coral 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 122925
Price: $8.00
• Basic Black 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 121045
Price: $8.00
• Whisper White 8-1/2" X 11" Thick Cardstock - 140272
Price: $7.00
• Whisper White 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 100730
Price: $9.00
• Petal Garden Designer Series Paper Stack - 144168
Price: $10.00
• Calypso Coral 1/4" Ombre Ribbon - 144235
Price: $7.00
• Snail Adhesive - 104332
Price: $7.00
• Stampin' Dimensionals - 104430
Price: $4.00
• Mini Glue Dots - 103683
Price: $5.25
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